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Abstract— Recently, several approaches for the study of fuzzy
discrete event systems (FDES) in a supervisory control context
have been proposed. Although controllability of fuzzy languages
and their implementation by a supervisor could be verified by
algorithmic procedures, the problem of supervisor synthesis
was only solved for the case of FDES with crisp states but
fuzzy state transitions. In this paper, we present algorithms
to compute the supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguage and
the infimal controllable prefix-closed fuzzy superlanguageof a
given fuzzy language for the general case of FDES with fuzzy
states, fuzzy state transitions and fuzzy event controllability
properties, and formally prove their correctness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Discrete event systems are discrete in both time and state
space. Also changes in the system state occur asynchronously
and driven by events rather than by a clock. Examples for
discrete event systems are manufacturing systems, networks,
digital circuits, communication protocols, etc. [1].

In most of the published research on DES, where deter-
ministic or nondeterministic automata are used, it is assumed
that their states and state transitions are crisp, that is, no un-
certainty arises either in the states or in the state transitions.
There are, however, situations in which being in a state or
moving to another state via state transitions is not certainbut
determined by apossibility degree.

A typical example given in [2] considers modeling a per-
son’s health status, that can simultaneously assume different
states, e.g., “poor”, “fair”, “excellent”. To this end, possibility
degrees are employed to describe the possibility of being in
each respective state and to transition between the states.
Further examples for such modeling requirements are for
example mobile robots in unstructured environments [3],
intelligent vehicle control [4], and wastewater treatment[5].

To cope with this situation, crisp DES were extended to
fuzzy DES (FDES) by incorporating the fuzzy set theory in
a DES framework in [2] based on existing literature onfuzzy
finite automata[6], [7]. The application of the supervisory
control theory to FDES was established in [8], [9]. In these
works, it is desired to restrict the behavior of a given FDES to
a desired subbehavior by employing a supervisory controller.
In [9], the case of FDES with only fuzzy state transitions
is considered, while [8] assumes fuzzy states, fuzzy state
transitions, and fuzzy event controllability properties.Both
approaches develop basic controllability results [8], [9], ob-
servability results [10], [11] and extensions to decentralized
control [12], [10] including algorithmic support.

In this paper, the case where a given specification behavior
cannot be implemented by supervisory control is studied.
First, fuzzy canonical recognizersare introduced as an ap-
propriate representation of fuzzy languages. Based on this
representation, we develop algorithms for both computing
the supremal controllable subbehavior and the infimal con-
trollable superbehavior of a given specification in the general
modeling framework for FDES in [8]. The algorithms are
proved to be correct, and an example FDES illustrates the
computational procedures.

Supervisory control for FDES has already been studied
in the literature [8], [9]. However, for the general modeling
framework in [8], only the existence of the supremal control-
lable subbehavior and the infimal controllable superbehav-
ior is proved without supplying an algorithmic procedure.
Although such algorithms are provided in [9], that paper
considers the case of only fuzzy state transitions which is
less general than our modeling framework.

The paper is organized as follows. After providing basic
notation in Section II, the algorithms for computing the
supremal controllable subbehavior and the infimal control-
lable superbehavior are presented in Section III-B and Sec-
tion III-C, respectively. A brief discussion and conclusions
are given in Section IV.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Fuzzy Sets

Eachfuzzy setA is defined in terms of auniversal setX
by amembership functionassigning to each elementx of X
a valueA(x) in the interval [0, 1]. The support of a fuzzy
setA is a crisp set defined assupp(A) = {x : A(x) > 0}.
We denote byF(X) the set of all fuzzy subsets ofX . For
any A,B ∈ F(X), we say thatA is contained inB (or B
containsA), denoted byA ⊆ B, if A(x) ≤ B(x) for all
x ∈ X . We say thatA = B if and only if A ⊆ B and
B ⊆ A. A fuzzy set is said to be empty, denoted byO, if
its membership function is identically zero onX .

Let A,B ∈ F(X). The unionA∪B of A andB is defined
by the membership function(A∪B)(x) = A(x) ∨B(x) for
all x ∈ X ; the intersection ofA andB, denoted byA∩B, is
given by the membership function(A∩B)(x) = A(x)∧B(x)
for all x ∈ X , where∨ and∧ stand for the maximum and
minimum operators respectively [13].



B. Formalism for Fuzzy Discrete Event Systems

The following definitions and theorems provide a formal
framework for the study of fuzzy discrete event systems,
adopting the formalism in [8], [11], [12].

Let the crisp state set of a DES consist of the states
p1, p2, . . . , pn. Then eachfuzzy statein the setting of FDES
can be written as a vector[a1, a2, . . . , an], whereai ∈ [0, 1].
This way, each fuzzy state can be considered as a possibility
distribution or alternatively as a fuzzy set determining the
degreeai by which the system participates in each crisp state
pi, provided it is in the current fuzzy state. Similarly, afuzzy
eventσ is characterized by a matrix[aij ]nxn, in which every
elementaij ∈ [0, 1] indicates the possibility of a transition
in the FDES from the current statepi to the new statepj

when the eventσ occurs.
A fuzzy finite automaton(FFA) is 5-tuple G =

(Q, Σ, δ, q0, Qm), whereQ is a set of fuzzy states;Σ consists
of fuzzy events;q0 is the initial fuzzy state;Qm stands for
the set of marking fuzzy states;δ : Q × Σ → Q is the state
transition relation, which is defined byδ(q, σ) = q ⊙ σ.
Note that⊙ denotes the max-min operation in the sense
that for q = [a1, a2, . . . , an] ∈ Q and σ = [aij ]nxn ∈ Σ,
q ⊙ σ = [maxn

l=1 min{al, al1}, · · · , maxn
l=1 min{ql, aln}]

The fuzzy languagesgenerated and marked byG are
denoted byLG andLG,m, respectively. With the setΣ∗ of all
strings of fuzzy events overΣ, they are defined as functions
from Σ∗ to [0, 1] as follows: For anys = σ1σ2 . . . σk ∈ Σ∗,

LG(s) =
n

max
i=1

q0 ⊙ σ1 ⊙ σ2 ⊙ . . . ⊙ σk ⊙ sT
i , (1)

LG,m(s) = sup
q∈Qm

q0 ⊙ σ1 ⊙ σ2 ⊙ . . . ⊙ σk ⊙ qT , (2)

wheresT
i is the transpose ofsi = [0 . . . 1 . . . 0] and 1 is

in the ith place.
LG(s) represents the degree of the strings ∈ Σ∗ being

physically possible, or alternatively the degree by which this
string belongs toLG. LG,m(s) stands for the possibility
of the same string being marked (recognized) by the fuzzy
automatonG. Let s ∈ Σ∗ and anyσ ∈ Σ. Then the following
relation follows from Equation (1) [8].

LG,m(sσ) ≤ LG(sσ) ≤ LG(s). (3)

It should be mentioned that the set of fuzzy states
{δ(q0, s)|s ∈ Σ∗} in any max-min automaton is finite [8][14]
while it can be unbounded for, e.g., max-product automata.

Example 1:Let a FDES have an initial fuzzy stateq0 =
[0.7, 0.3] ∈ Q and two eventsσ1,σ2 ∈ Σ with:

σ1 =

[

0.6 0.5
0.2 0

]

andσ2 =

[

0 0.4
0.5 0.3

]

Starting from the initial state, the respective subsequent
fuzzy states of the FFA are iteratively computed by perform-
ing the max-min operation between the current state and any
of the fuzzy events. For example,

q0 ⊙ σ1 =
[

0.7 0.3
]

⊙

[

0.6 0.5
0.2 0

]

=
[

0.6 0.5
]

,

q0 ⊙ σ1 ⊙ σ2 = q0 ⊙ σ1 ⊙

[

0 0.4
0.5 0.3

]

=
[

0.5 0.4
]

This procedure can be repetitively applied until no new states
are obtained. A graphical representation of the finite max-
min automatonG of the system derived in this way is shown
in Fig. 1, where each fuzzy state is labeled with the respective
vector of possibility degrees and the initial fuzzy state is
indicated by an incoming arrow. Example possibility degrees
for fuzzy strings computed using Equation (1) are

LG(ǫ)=max{0.7, 0.3}=0.7,LG(σ1)=0.6,LG(σ1σ2)=0.5.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the FFA in Example 1.

C. Control of Fuzzy DES

In supervisory control, a fundamental issue is how to
design a controller (or supervisor) whose task is to enable
and disable controllable events such that the resulting closed-
loop system obeys some pre-specified operating rules [1]. In
the setting of FDESs, each fuzzy eventσ ∈ Σ is associated
with a degree of controllability: the uncontrollable setΣuc

is a fuzzy subsets ofΣ such thatΣuc(σ) expresses to which
degree an eventσ can occur without being disabled. Hence,
e.g.,Σuc(σ) = 0 means thatσ can be fully disabled while
it is not possible at all to disableσ if Σuc(σ) = 1.

A supervisorS for a FDESG is defined as a function
S : Σ∗ → F(Σ), where for eachs ∈ Σ∗ and each
σ ∈ Σ, S(s)(σ) represents the possibility of fuzzy event
σ being enabled after the occurrence of a strings. Hence,
min {S(s)(σ),LG(sσ)} can be interpreted as the degree to
which the stringsσ can occur. Similar to the admissibility
condition defined for crisp supervisors [1],S is usually
required to satisfy that for anys ∈ Σ∗ andσ ∈ Σ

min {Σuc(σ),LG(sσ)} ≤ S(s)(σ). (4)

This condition is called thefuzzy admissibility conditionof
the supervisorS for a FDESG [8]. It states that a supervisor
cannot restrict the possibility of an event occurrenceσ after
a strings ∈ Σ∗ more than specified by the uncontrollability
degreeΣuc(σ) of σ.

The fuzzy controlled system byS, denoted byS/G, is also
a FDES, and the languagesLS/G andLS/G,m generated and
marked byS/G, are defined as follows: For anys ∈ Σ∗ and
eachσ ∈ Σ

LS/G(ǫ) = LG(ǫ)
LS/G(sσ) = min

{

LS/G(s),LG(sσ), S(s)(σ)
}

LS/G,m = LS/G ∩ LG,m

(5)

For any stringt ∈ Σ∗ and any fuzzy languageL ⊆ F(Σ∗),
the prefix-closurepr(t) andpr(L) are defined as

pr(t) = {s ∈ Σ∗|∃r ∈ Σ∗ s.t. sr = t}
pr(L)(s) = sup{t|s∈pr(t)} L(t)

So pr(L)(s) denotes the possibility of strings belonging to
the prefix-closure ofL. The main task of supervisory control



is to find a supervisorS that restricts the plant behavior
modeled by a FFAG in order to comply with a specification
behavior K ⊆ F(Σ∗), where K ⊆ LG. By means of
the formulation of the above concepts, the controllability
theorem concerning fuzzy DESs is stated below.

Theorem 1 (Controllability [8]): Let a FDES be modeled
by FFA G = (Q, Σ, δ, q0). Suppose the fuzzy uncontrollable
subsetΣuc ∈ F(Σ), and the fuzzy legal subsetK ∈ F(Σ∗)
with K ⊆ LG and K(ǫ) = LG(ǫ) are given. Then there
exists a supervisorS : Σ∗ → F(Σ) that satisfies the fuzzy
admissibility condition andLS/G = pr(K) if and only if for
any s ∈ Σ∗ and anyσ ∈ Σ

min {pr(K)(s), Σuc(σ),LG(sσ)} ≤ pr(K)(sσ). (6)

Here, (6) is called thefuzzy controllability conditionof K
with respect toLG and Σuc. This condition indicates that
the minimum degree of each stringsσ that can be achieved
in the closed loop must be allowed by the specification.

Appealing to (6), we define the set of all controllable fuzzy
sublanguages and superlanguages ofK w.r.t. LG andΣuc as
K↑(LG, Σuc) andK↓(LG, Σuc), respectively.

K↑(LG, Σuc) = {K ′ ⊆ K|K ′ is controllable w.r.t.LG, Σuc}

K↓(LG, Σuc) = {K ′ ⊇ K|K ′ is controllable w.r.t.LG, Σuc}

The main task of this paper is the computation of control-
lable fuzzy sublanguages and superlanguages of a given spec-
ification K that is not controllable w.r.t.LG andΣuc. A first
result in this direction was provided in [8]. It states that the
supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguageK↑(LG, Σuc) and
the infimal prefix-closed fuzzy superlanguageK↓(LG, Σuc)
exist. Furthermore, ifK is prefix-closed, i.e.,K = pr(K),
then alsoK↑(LG, Σuc) = pr(K↑(LG, Σuc)).

Proposition 1: Let G, K andΣuc be as above. Then

K↑(LG, Σuc) =
⋃

K′∈K↑(LG,Σuc)
K ′,

K↓(LG, Σuc) =
⋂

K′∈K↓(LG,Σuc)
K ′

In the following section, we provide algorithms for the
computation ofK↑(LG, Σuc) andK↓(LG, Σuc). For conve-
nience, we will writeK↑ andK↓ wheneverLG andΣuc are
clear from the context.

III. C OMPUTATION OF CONTROLLABLE SUBLANGUAGES

AND SUPERLANGUAGES

In this section, we introducefuzzy canonical recognizers
as an alternative representation of fuzzy languages that
is suitable for algorithmic computations by extending the
Nerode equivalence relation[15] to fuzzy languages.

A. Nerode Equivalence for Fuzzy Languages

Definition 1 (Nerode Equivalence):Let L ⊆ F(Σ∗) be a
fuzzy language overΣ. The Nerode equivalence relation on
Σ∗ w.r.t.L (or mod L) is defined as follows. Fors, s′ ∈ Σ∗,

s ≡ s′ mod L ⇔ ∀u ∈ Σ∗ : L(su) = L(s′u).

Based on Definition 1, thefuzzy canonical recognizer
(FCR) for a fuzzy languageL can be defined as a five-tuple
CL = (Σ, XL, νL, x0,L, χL). Here,Σ is the alphabet, and
the set ofstatesXL corresponds to the set of equivalence

classes of the Nerode equivalence relation onΣ∗ mod L.
Furthermore, theinitial state x0 is the equivalence class
that contains the empty stringǫ. The possibility function
χL : XL → [0, 1] relates each statex ∈ XL to its
possibility degree, and thetransition functionis defined as
follows. For eachx ∈ XL, let s ∈ Σ∗ s.t. s belongs to
the equivalence class corresponding tox (in particular this
means thatL(s) = χL(x)). Also, for eachσ ∈ Σ, let xσ be
the state corresponding to the equivalence class ofsσ. Then
for eachx andσ, the transition function isνL(x, σ) := xσ .

Note that the FCR should not be confused with the FFA
as defined in Section II-B. While the FFA is particularly
useful for modeling purposes, the FCR rather represents the
fuzzy language without any additional modeling information.
However, it is possible to algorithmically construct a finite-
state FCR that generates the same fuzzy language as a given
FFA based on state minimization techniques as in [16]. Fig.
2 (a) depicts the FCR for the FFAG in Example 1. Here,
each state is labeled with the associated possibility degree.
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy Canonical Recognizers: (a)CL; (b) CK ; (c) CL||K

An important result of the classical supervisory control
theory [17] states that the computation of the supremal
controllable sublanguage of a given specification w.r.t. a
plant language can be evaluated on the product state space
of their respective canonical recognizers. Analogously, we
define aproduct compositionfor FCRs, that will support the
computation of the supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguage.

Definition 2 (Product Composition):Let CL, CK be two
FCRs for the fuzzy languagesL, K over the com-
mon alphabetΣ. The product compositionCL||K =
(Σ, XL||K , δL||K , x0,L||K , χL||K) is defined as follows

XL||K := XL × XK , x0,L||K := (x0,L, x0,K)

and for(xL, xK) ∈ XL||K andσ ∈ Σ :

χL||K((xL, xK)) := min{χL, χK}

δL||K((xL, xK), σ) := (δL(xL, σ), δK(xK , σ))



Example 2:Fig. 2 (c) shows the product composition
CL||K of the FCRs in Fig. 2 (a) and (b).

B. Supremal Controllable Fuzzy Sublanguage

In this section, a computational procedure to find the
supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguage for a given plant
G with the fuzzy languageL := LG ⊆ F(Σ∗) and the
prefix-closed specification languageK ⊆ F(Σ∗) with K =
pr(K) is derived. Note that in this case,pr(K↑) = K↑

as stated in Section II-C. To this end, we investigate how
the specificationK has to be modified in order to obtain
K↑ if a controllability violation occurs according to (6), i.e.
for a string s ∈ Σ∗ and an eventσ ∈ Σ, we have that
K(sσ) < min{K(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}.

Lemma 1:Let s ∈ Σ∗ andσ ∈ Σ. If K(sσ) < K(s) and
K(sσ) < L(sσ) andK(sσ) < Σuc(σ), then it holds that

K↑(s) ≤ K(sσ) (7)
Proof: Lemma 1 is proved by contradiction. Assume

thatK↑(s) > K(sσ). We know that because of controllabil-
ity of K↑ w.r.t. L andpr(K↑) = K↑, K↑ = LS/G for some
supervisorS. Then,

K↑(sσ) = LS/G(sσ) = min{LS/G(s),L(sσ), S(s)(σ)}
≥ min{K(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}
> K(sσ)

by assumption of the above lemma. But this contradicts the
fact thatK↑ is a sublanguage ofK.

That is, if neither the plant language nor a supervisor can
enforce the possibility degreeK(sσ) after the stringsσ, then
already the desired possibility degree after the strings can
maximally assume the valueK(sσ).

Based on the observation in Lemma 1, we define a
languageK̂1 ⊆ F(Σ∗) that fulfills the condition in Equation
(7) and at the same timêK1 ⊆ K.

Definition 3: Let s ∈ Σ∗. Then

K̂1(s) :=











K(s) if ∀σ ∈ Σ : K(sσ) ≥
min{K(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}

min
σ∈Σ

{K(sσ)} otherwise

(8)
From Lemma 1 and Definition 3 it follows immediately

thatK↑ ⊆ K̂1. In addition to this result, it can be verified that
a fuzzy recognizer of̂K1 can be determined usingCL||K :=
CL||CK . In particular, it holds that all stringss that lead to
the same state inCL||CK also have the same valuêK1(s).

Lemma 2:Let s, s′ ∈ Σ∗ s.t. δL||K(x0,L||K , s) =

δL||K(x0,L||K , s′). ThenK̂1(s) = K̂1(s
′).

Proof: Let s, s′ ∈ Σ∗ s.t. δL||K(x0,L||K , s) =
δL||K(x0,L||K , s′). Then K(s) = K(s′) and for all σ ∈
Σ, K(sσ) = K(s′σ), L(sσ) = L(s′σ), and Σuc(σ) is
unique. According to Definition 3 this implies that̂K1(s) =
K̂1(s

′).
This means that for each statex in XL||K , all stringss

that lead tox have the same possibility degree according
to K̂1. As a consequence, a fuzzy recognizerCK̂1

of K̂1

can be determined on the state space ofCL||K by setting

XK̂1
:= XL||K , δK̂1

:= δL||K , x0,K̂1
:= x0,L||K , and for

eachx ∈ XK̂1
with s ∈ Σ∗ s.t. δ(x0,K̂1

, s) = x,

χK̂1
(x) :=











K(s) if ∀σ ∈ Σ : K(sσ) ≥
min{K(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}

min
σ∈Σ

{K(sσ)} otherwise
,

(9)
where in this case,K(s) = χL||K(δ(x0,L||K , s)), K(sσ) =
χL||K(δ(x0,L||K , sσ)), andL(sσ) = χL(δ(x0,L, sσ)).

Considering the computational procedure, it has to be
noted that by the second statement in (9), new controllability
violations can be introduced. Hence, we propose to apply
the above procedure iteratively until there are no more
controllability violations (see Fig. 3). As in each step of
the algorithm, Lemma 1 and Definition 3 are valid, it can
be verified thatK↑ ⊆ K̂ ⊆ K with the resulting fuzzy
recognizerCK̂ . Denoting the number of states ofCL||K

as N and the number of different possibility degrees that
are defined to describeG asP , CK̂ can be computed with
complexityO(N2 · P ).

/* Computation ofCK̂ : Initialization*/
i = 1; CK̂0

= CL||K

ComputeCK̂1
from CK̂0

according to Equation (9)

/* Computation ofCK̂ : Iteration */
while CK̂i

6= CK̂i−1

i := i + 1

ComputeCK̂i
from CK̂i−1

according to Equation (9)

end while

CK̂ = CK̂,i

return CK̂

Fig. 3. Algorithm for the Computation ofC
K̂

Example 3: In the control context, we assume that the
controllability degrees ofσ1 andσ2 are given asΣuc(σ1) =
0.2 and Σuc(σ2) = 0.6. CK̂ as determined fromCL||K in
Fig. 2 is depicted in Fig. 4. Note that in the state that is
shaded in gray, the original value ofK(σ1) = 0.6 had to be
decreased tôK(σ1) = 0.4 due to the controllability violation
K(σ1σ2) = 0.4 < min{K(σ1),L(σ1σ2), Σuc(σ2)} = 0.5.
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Having determined the fuzzy recognizerCK̂ for the fuzzy
languageK̂, we now define a supervisor that implements the
possibility degreeK̂(s) after each strings ∈ Σ∗ whenever
a control action is needed and the possibility degree1
otherwise.



Definition 4: Let K̂ be defined as above. Then, the super-
visor S : Σ∗ → F(Σ) for eachs ∈ Σ∗ andσ ∈ Σ is

S(s)(σ) :=

{

K̂(sσ) if K̂(sσ) < K̂(s)
1 otherwise.

(10)

Note thatK↑ ⊆ K̂ together with Definition 4 imply that
for each strings ∈ Σ∗ and eventσ ∈ Σ, it holds that
K↑(sσ) ≤ S(s)(σ). Observing thatK̂ was computed from
K by decreasing the possibility degrees of certain strings, it
must also hold that̂K ⊆ K. Together, this suggests that if
S is fuzzy admissible and if the closed loop fuzzy language
LS/G is a subset ofK̂, thenLS/G = K↑. The following
theorem provides the desired result.

Theorem 2:Let the supervisorS be given as in Definition
4. S is fuzzy admissible andLS/G ⊆ K̂ iff K̂(ǫ) = L(ǫ).

Proof: ”⇒”: Assume thatK̂(ǫ) < L(ǫ).

⇒ K̂(ǫ) < K(ǫ) = L(ǫ)

⇒ ∃σ ∈ Σ : K̂(σ) < min{K̂(ǫ),L(σ), Σuc(σ)}

because of Definition 3 and the termination criterion of the
algorithm in Fig. 3. ThenS(ǫ)(σ) = K̂(σ) according to
Definition 4.

⇒ S(ǫ)(σ) = K̂(σ) < min{L(σ), Σuc(σ)}

But this violates the admissibility ofS.
”⇐”: It is given that K̂(ǫ) = L(ǫ). We have to show

that S(s)(σ) ≥ min{L(sσ), Σuc(σ)} for all s ∈ Σ∗ and
σ ∈ Σ. This is true forS(s)(σ) = 1 in Equation (10). Hence,
we only consider the caseS(s)(σ) = K̂(sσ). But then,
S(s)(σ) ≥ min{L(sσ), Σuc(σ)} is implied by Definition
3. To show thatLS/G ⊆ K̂, we use induction. It holds
that LS/G(ǫ) = K̂(ǫ) = L(ǫ). Now let s ∈ Σ∗ and
σ ∈ Σ and assume thatLS/G(s) ≤ K̂(s). We want to
show thatLS/G(sσ) ≤ K̂(sσ). There are two cases: (i)
K̂(sσ) < K̂(s), (ii) K̂(sσ) ≥ K̂(s).

Case (i): Definition 4 implies thatS(s)(σ) = K̂(sσ).

⇒ LS/G(sσ) = min{LS/G(s), S(s)(σ),LS/G(s)}

≤ S(s)(σ) = K̂(sσ)

Case (ii):LS/G(sσ) ≤ LS/G(s) ≤ K̂(s) ≤ K̂(sσ).
With the result in Theorem 2, it can finally be concluded

that the supervisorS implements the supremal controllable
sublanguageK↑.

Corollary 1: If the supervisorS is admissible, then the
supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguageK↑ exists and is
given byK↑ = LS/G.

Proof: As S is admissible,LS/G is fuzzy controllable
w.r.t. L. Furthermore, asLS/G ⊆ K̂ according to Theorem
2, alsoLS/G ⊆ K. Hence,LS/G ⊆ K↑. On the other hand,
because of Definition 4,K↑(sσ) ≤ S(s)(σ) for all s ∈ Σ∗

and σ ∈ Σ. As K↑(s) ≤ L(s) for all s ∈ Σ∗, this implies
thatK↑ ⊆ LS/G. Together it must hold thatK↑ = LS/G.

This means that the computational procedure carried out
on the state space of the FCRCL||K yields a supervisorS
that implements the supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguage
in conjunction with the given plantG. However, different

from both the classical supervisory control theory with crisp
states and events and the less general modeling framework
with fuzzy state transitions in [9], the recognizerCK̂ result-
ing from the supervisor computation does not necessarily
recognizeK↑ but it rather holds thatK↑ ⊆ K̂.

Example 4:For our example control problem, the re-
quired supervisor actions are illustrated by the bold arrows
in Fig. 4, i.e., S(ǫ)(σ1) = 0.4, S(σ∗

1σ2)(σ1) = 0.3,
S(σ2σ2(σ2σ2)

∗)(σ1) = 0.3, andS(σ∗
1σ2σ2)(σ1) = 0.3. For

all remaining stringss and eventsσ, it holds thatS(s)(σ) =
1. It can also be verified that in this case,LS/G = K̂.

C. Infimal Controllable Fuzzy Superlanguage

In this section, we establish an algorithm for the compu-
tation of the infimal prefix-closed controllable fuzzy super-
languageK↓ given a plantG with the fuzzy languageL :=
LG ⊆ F(Σ∗) and the specification languageK ⊆ F(Σ∗)
with K = pr(K). In order to prepare the desired result,
we first derive a property ofK↓ that relates the possibility
degree of a string to the possibility degrees of its prefixes.

Lemma 3:Assume thatK↓(s) is known for a strings ∈
Σ∗. Then it holds for eachσ ∈ Σ that

K↓(sσ)=max{K(sσ), min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}} (11)

Proof: As K↓ is controllable w.r.t.L and Σuc, we
know that there is an admissible supervisorS such that
LS/G = K↓. Employing this supervisor, we prove Lemma
3 by contradiction.

First assume that K↓(sσ) > max{K(sσ),
min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}}. Now let S̃ be a
supervisor such thatS̃(s′)(σ) = S(s′)(σ′) for all
σ′ ∈ Σ and s′σ′ ∈ Σ∗ − {sσ} and S̃(s)(σ) =
max{K(sσ), min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}}. Then
admissibility of S̃ already holds for alls′ ∈ Σ∗ − {s}.
To show admissibility ofS̃ for s, the eventσ has to be
considered. It can be observed thatS̃(s)(σ) ≥ K(sσ)
and S̃(s)(σ) ≥ min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}. As K↓(s) ≥
K↓(sσ) and K↓(sσ) > min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)} , this
means thatS̃(s)(σ) ≥ min{L(sσ), Σuc(σ)} which obeys
the admissibility condition in Equation (4). Hence, it holds
that K ⊆ LS̃/G ⊂ LS/G = K↓ and henceK↓ is not the
infimal prefix-closed fuzzy superlanguage.

Now assume that K↓(sσ) < max{K(sσ),
min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}}.

⇒ K↓(sσ) < min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}

asK↓(sσ) < K(sσ) is not possible.

⇒ LS/G(sσ) < min{K↓(s),L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}

Because of Equation (5),LS/G(sσ) = min{LS/G(s),
L(sσ), S(s)(σ)} with LS/G(s) = K↓(s).

⇒ S(s)(σ) < min{L(sσ), Σuc(σ)}.

According to (4) this violates the admissibility ofS.
The result in Lemma 3 is now employed to construct a

fuzzy recognizerCK↓ = (Σ, XK↓ , νK↓ , x0,K↓ , χK↓) for the



/* Computation ofCK↓ : Initialization */
x0,K↓ = (x0,L, x0,K ,L(ǫ)), XK↓ = {x0,K↓},
χK↓(x0,K↓) = L(ǫ)

/* set of states to be processed */
Xwaiting = {x0,K↓}

/* Computation ofCK↓ : Iteration */
while Xwaiting 6= ∅

take an arbitrary element̂x = (xL, xK , d) from
Xwaiting

for all σ ∈ Σ

r = max{χK(νK(xK , σ)),
min{χK↓(x̂), χ(νL(xL, σ)), Σuc(σ)}} (*)

x̂′ = (νL(xL, σ), νK(xK , σ), r)

if x̂′ 6∈ XK↓

XK↓ = XK↓ ∪ {x̂′}
Xwaiting = Xwaiting ∪ {x̂′}
χK↓(x̂′) = r

end if

νK↓(x̂, σ) = x̂′

end for all

end while
return( CK↓)

Fig. 5. Algorithm for the Computation ofC
K↓

fuzzy languageK↓ from the two FCRsCL and CK . Note
that the valueK↓(ǫ) = K(ǫ) = L(ǫ) is given by definition.
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy Canonical RecognizerC
K↓

The algorithm in Fig. 5 iteratively evaluates (11) in line
(*). Here, χK(νK(xK , σ)) corresponds toK(sσ), χK↓(x̂)
corresponds toK↓(s), and χ(νL(xL, σ)) corresponds to
L(sσ). Each state(xL, xK , e) in CK↓ is related to the state
xL in CL, the statexK in CK , and the possibility degree
d. Note that generally the state space ofCK↓ is larger than
the state space ofCL||K , i.e., for each state(xL, xK) in
CL||K there may exist multiple states(xL, xK , •) in CK↓ .
With the number of statesN of CL||K and the number of
eventsE, the algorithm has a computational complexity of
O(N ·E). The following theorem states thatK↓ as computed
by the above algorithm is indeed the infimal prefix-closed
controllable fuzzy superlanguage.

Theorem 3:The fuzzy languageK↓ as computed in Fig. 5
is the infimal prefix-closed controllable fuzzy superlanguage
of K w.r.t. L andΣuc.

Proof: The correctness of Theorem 3 follows from the
iterative application of Equation (11) in each step of the

algorithm starting fromχK↓(x0,K↓) = K↓(ǫ) = K(ǫ).
Example 5:Fig. 6 depicts the FCRCK↓ for the FFA G

in Example 1 and the fuzzy specification languageK in Fig.
2. Here, the value ofK(σ1σ2) = 0.4 had to be increased to
K↓(σ1σ2) = 0.5 in the state shaded in gray.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A framework for the supervisory control of Fuzzy Discrete
Event Systems (FDES) with fuzzy states, fuzzy state tran-
sitions, and fuzzy event controllability properties has been
established in [8]. In this paper, the methodology has been
extended with algorithmic procedures for the computation
of the supremal controllable fuzzy sublanguageand the
infimal controllable prefix-closed superlanguageof a given
specification. To this end,fuzzy canonical recognizershave
been introduced as an appropriate representation of fuzzy
languages, and the presented algorithms have been formu-
lated based on this representation. Future work includes
the computation of observable sublanguages in the case of
limited event observability as studied in [11].
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